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ADEUM Cinema Suite is the perfect whole, 

offering a genuine cinema experience, and 

incomparable comfort, in the privacy of your 

home. Creating a space for emotions inside 

the most exclusive houses, yachts and hotels 

– designed and manufactured in Italy – Adeum 

is an unique combination of:

> meticulous manufacturing and careful 

selection of the best available audio-video 

components

> acoustic solutions custom-designed for 

each individual space

> top-level engineering, know-how and final 

system calibration

Cinema Suite
Experience

It is only by optimizing the three above mentioned factors that an unmatched performance is 

achieved: a performance that sets the benchmark for absolute excellence.

The result far exceeds the sum of its parts: it is an alchemy that delivers uniqueness.
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Cinema Redefined
We create solutions for exclusive personal cinemas through which you can experience the beauty 

of dreams through your emotions. With ADEUM Cinema Suite your perception of ‘real’ will seem 

suspended: a surprising, captivating voyage that transports you to a realm of unprecedented 

sounds and images.

By deploying the most advanced technology and our engineering skills, we redefines the “state 

of the art” of the film-watching experience.

This can only be achieved through constant research, cutting-edge technical expertise, and the 

capacity to optimize and perfectly integrate the best technological components.

It is because of our passion that we never stop, even when we reach our goal: to create reference 

performance spaces through perfect synthesis of science, technology, Italian design and 

craftsmanship.

Art and Emotion
Sometimes the most precious things are hidden.

Yet the power of a project is always underpinned by research and innovation. In the case of 

Adeum the technical side – invisible, yet no less fundamental – places itself at the service of an 

exceptional ludic device, revolutionizing the classic concept of entertainment.

What’s more our exclusive interior design, made in Italy and customized to meet individual needs, 

enables a highly effective application scenario, which emphasizes the interior designer’s creativity. 

The result is an almost dreamlike environment, perfect to experience movies and music as it was 

originally intended.

Hidden technology and carefully studied interior design enable you to welcome your family and 

friends into the magical world of narration, of interactive technology, or of live concerts, whose 

notes you will enjoy as you would never have imagined. And you will experience emotions that 

you will never forget.

Custom Designed
& Made in Italy
Each ADEUM Cinema Suite project is one of a kind project with the goal of reaching the 

highest possible performance level from each of the AV products used. Everything is carefully 

integrated with a custom acoustic solution for each project that perfectly blends the best 

available technology with the world’s most elegant and exclusive interior design.

We focus completely on maximum possible performance while eliminating everything else that is not 

necessary or that stands in a way of reaching the true reference experience. No detail is too 

small for our attention and everything has to be designed, engineered, installed, integrated and 

calibrated until it reaches our highest standards. And until it surpasses all your expectations.

We blend art, technology and emotion to create a truly magical experience. 
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